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Defining the parameters of a cantilever tip AFM by
reference structure
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Abstract

A method of measurement and control of atomic force microscope (AFM) probe parameters is offered. The AFM

real cantilever parameters are defined.
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1. Introduction

Atomic force microscope (AFM), invented in
1986 [1], has very wide applications [2,3]. The
surprising simplicity of the microscope, capability
of measuring in air and practically in any gas and
liquid makes it indispensable both in scientific
researches and in industry [2–9]. However, a
number of difficulties inherent in AFM complicate
its use.

The first difficulty is connected with modifica-
tion of the form of investigated surfaces that
occurs under the action of force of interaction of
probe AFM and the surface. Such modifications
occur basically while doing research on easily
deformable objects (biological structures, organic

materials, Langmuir–Blodgett films, etc.). Re-
searches in such area are many (see, for example,
Ref. [4]). However, for rigid objects such as those
that are applied in microelectronics and nanotech-
nology, deformation of the surface up to a few
nanometers does not play an essential role in
resolutions.

The second difficulty is connected with the
influence of the size and the form of the probe
on the image of the researched structure. The
problem of restoration of a relief of an initial
surface under AFM is successfully analysed [9].
However, for this purpose, it is necessary to know
the shape and dimensions of the cantilever tip of
the AFM. Nowadays, there are two methods of
defining parameters of a probe. One of them is
measuring the dimension and shapes of the
cantilever based on microphotographs (Fig. 1),
obtained by scanning electron microscopes (SEM).
Deficiency of this method is that while a cantilever
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is scanning, its shape and dimensions can change.
These changes influence the images obtained by
AFM, but defining these changes is difficult.
Therefore, we have to doubt about the propriety
of the supposition that shapes and dimensions of
the probe are constant during measurements by
AFM.

The second method is defining the form of a
probe with the help of special test structures (see,
for example, Refs. [5,10]). Test structures may
be natural [5] (natural or artificial crystals are
usually used) or specially created with the help of
microelectronics or nanotechnology.

Natural test structures give an important
information and this enables exclusion of a
number of artifacts [3,5], but it does not allow to
measure the size and form of the probe which are
important for precision reconstruction of the
surface [7] required for modern microelectronics
and nanotechnology.

Specially created test microstructures (for ex-
ample, as the ledges having a triangular structure
[10]) allow measuring the true form and size of the
probe. However, there is some imperfection in this
method. The matter is that a probe can have a
composite shape that usually presents as a
pyramid or tumulus ending in a spherical surface.
The radius of this sphere is the main characteristic
of the probe [10]. Usually firm manufacturers of
cantilevers indicate radii in the range 3–50 nm as
important. It is adequate for scanning flat surfaces.
For surfaces with a compound relief (for example,
for microelectronic structures), these values of
probe radius are inadequate.

The purpose of the present work is represen-
tation of a simple method of measurement
and control of parameters of a probe of the
AFM, correctly displaying the work of a micro-
scope on difficult relief structures including
that on the structures used in microelectronics
and nanotechnology.

2. Theory of the method

On the basis of the method defining the
parameters of a tip, there are results of geometrical
model analysis of a common element of a solid
surface. The surface relief presents as a ledge with
a trapezoidal profile with known shapes of top up

and lower bp of the trapezoid basis.
It is supposed that in a working range of power

effects in surface–tip system deformations, existing
during scanning, are negligible small.

The cantilever has a tumulus form with a slope
angle of lateral generatrix concerning a cosine axis
slowly transferring into a sphere of radius R: The
symmetry axis of the tip is inclined at an angle b
relative to a perpendicular to the surface of the
investigated sample.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Microphotographs made by SEM normal (a) and

broken (b) tip.
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The images of a ledge with a trapezoidal profile
and shapes obtained by AFM signal are shown in
Fig. 2. The parameters of a profile and a signal
structure, and also a tip are shown in a Fig. 2.
Also, it is supposed that the orthogonality of
Z-scanner is ideal.

It is easy to show that there is a connection
between the measured adduced sharps top Up and
lower Bp bases of a registered signal (with scaling
multiplier) and known for its profile parameters
Up and Bp of a structure element described by the
formulas

Up ¼ up þ R
1� sinjcj
cosjcj

þ
1� sinjjj
cosjjj

� �
; ð1Þ

Bp ¼ bp þ R
1� sinjcj
cosjcj

þ
1� sinjjj
cosjjj

� �
þ h tgjcj � tgjjjð Þ; ð2Þ

SL ¼ h tgjcj; ð3Þ

SR ¼ h tgjjj; ð4Þ

where

c ¼
aþ b; aþ b > j;

j; aþ bpj:

(
ð5Þ

Implementing the condition aþ b > j from ex-
pressions (3) and (4), it follows that

SL > s; SR ¼ s:

However, more useful is the inequality

SL þ SR > 2 s; ð6Þ

which is valid even in the case of the Z-scanner
nonorthogonality.

On implementing the condition aþ bpj in
expression (5), formulas (1)–(4) transform to

Up ¼ up þ 2R
1� sinjjj
cosjjj

; ð7Þ

Bp ¼ bp þ 2R
1� sinjjj
cosjjj

; ð8Þ

SL ¼ SR ¼ s ð9Þ

and inequality (6) transforms to the equality

SL þ SR ¼ 2s; ð10Þ

which is valid in the case of the Z-scanner
nonorthogonality as well as inequality (6).

Expressions (7) and (8) are suitable for defining
a tip radius R: These expressions also consist of
measured parameters of signals Up and Bp and
parameters of trapezoidal ledges up; bp and j
known from alternative measurements.

3. Experimental results

The step grating was used as calibration grating
representing interleaving straps from silicon
dioxide on silicon. This grating has a profile with
shapes like a trapezoid with equal lateral sides.
The SEM image of a grating cross-section and its
AFM image are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The side
slope of gratings is about 40� relative to the
surface normal. The height h of the step is equal to
the thickness of a silicon dioxide initial film, which
was measured with split-hair accuracy by the

SL Up SR

α

ϕ

up

β

h

s
bp

Bp

Fig. 2. The schemes of a trapezoidal ledge and AFM signal

with parameters of the ledge and signal.

Fig. 3. Microphotograph made by SEM of a cross-section of

reference step structure with a trapezoidal profile of elements.
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ellipsometrical method [11]:

h ¼ 35671 nm:

The step of test grating was certified with split-hair
accuracy by a standardized reference interfero-
metric comparator [12]. The value of the step is

t ¼ 301576 nm:

This value was used to define the multiplying
factor of AFM and also to measure parameters of
cross-section by SEM using a method specially
designed for this purpose [13]. The results of these
measurements were

up ¼ 49277 nm;

bp ¼ 105976 nm;

s ¼ 28473 nm;

j ¼ 38:5�70:3�:

Thus, all these parameters of trapezoidal cross-
section of test gratings were known from alter-
native measurements.

The experiments defining the parameters of a tip
were made by AFM P47 (NT-MDT Co. Zeleno-
grad), which has cantilever’s axis slope angle
b ¼ 20�: To except influence of a tip symmetry
axis slope on a registered signal form, the test
sample position is implemented so that a tip axis
slope was directed along the lateral sides of silicon
dioxide grating, and the scanning was done across
test grating straps.

The scanning of five arbitrary selected pair
ledges of test grating was done by AFM. The
image of one pair ledges AFM image and the
image of one of the signals are shown in Figs. 4
and 5, respectively.

The results of the measuring parameters of this
cross-section are shown in Table 1. The observed
difference between SL and SR occurred because of
Z-scanner nonorthogonality. The average value is
the sum of normalized projections of inclined walls
of registered signals.

SL þ SR ¼ 57575 nm:

That, within the limits of an aggregate error of
measurements, coincides with the doubled projec-
tion of a lateral wall of an element measured by
SEM [13]:

2s ¼ 56874 nm:

Thus equality (10) is obeyed. It indicates that in
experiment the condition aþ bpj was executed
and, therefore, it is possible to use expressions (7)
and (8) to define probe’s radius, whose value is
given by

R ¼ 9576 nm:

The measurements executed with another cantile-
ver have values given by

R ¼ 10378 nm:

Fig. 4. The image of a step of reference structure in AFM.

Fig. 5. Signal form AFM from a step of reference structure.

Table 1

Parameters of signals AFM, obtained at scanning trapezoidal

ledges

i Up (nm) Bp (nm) SL (nm) SR (nm)

1 55075 113378 32074 26378

2 58474 115776 30774 26974

3 58775 117875 31974 26572

4 59379 115874 32074 25373

5 59974 115774 30774 25173

Average value 58379 115777 31573 26073
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4. Discussing results

The values of radius of a tip obtained above
strongly (in 5 times) exceed the data of this work
[10]. However, there is no contradiction here. The
matter is that the probe has a composite form.
Approaching it as tumulus with hemispherical end
is fair enough. It indicates good coincidence of
model’s forms (Fig. 2) and real (Fig. 5) signals.
However the parameters of such nearing depend
on structure, on which you scan. This feature
(particular qualities) is illustrated in Fig. 6, where
the probe is presented as cone ending by a
hemisphere of radius R: At the end of the probe,
there is a feature, which is also described by a part
of a sphere considerably of a smaller radius r: It is
more exact nearing of real cantilevers.

At interplay of this probe and trapezoidal ledge,
the small sphere has contact only with flat surfaces
of the basis of a sample and top of a ledge and
practically never contact the lateral sides of a
ledge. Such contact is possible only in the case the
height of the structure is less than the radius of the
small sphere. Therefore in physical essence radius
of a small sphere characterizes a radius of a
curving tip of the probe. Influence of a small
sphere will exert influence on the verges shape of
the upper basis of trapezoidal signals, which are
left out of account in formulas (1)–(10) trapezoidal
nearings of signals.

At the same time, large sphere contacts only the
lateral sides of a structure and it will exert
influence on cross-sectional dimensions of the
ledge image. In physical essence large sphere
radius characterizes interval between a probe axis
and its point of tangency of a ledge lateral side of.
This radius we shall call ‘‘effective’’.

Certainly, using the method defining the shapes
of the probe (for example Ref. [10]), it is possible
to restore the shape of an investigated surface.
However, during restoring the inverse (ill-defined)
problem will be solved and this solution has poor
accuracy. Besides it is useful to know the effective
radius to choose the right tip, because the radius of
the tip curving and the effective radius are
practically irrelevant. The important tip character-
istic for working on relief structures essentially (for
example which are used in microelectronics) is
effective radius of the probe, but not the radius of
a curving tip, because only effective radius of the
probe is included as amendment in measured
dimensions of a structure.

5. Conclusion

Thus, the real cantilever should be characterized
at least by two radii—curving radius of tip and
effective radius of the probe. The first one can be
defined by the method described in work [10], and
the second one can be defined by the above-
mentioned method. For this purpose, it is neces-
sary to have both the reference structures,
described in work [10] and the step structure with
a trapezoidal profile of the elements, which allow
you to measure the effective radius of the tip
completed with AFM.
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